Exhibit
“What if...”

What If? …
1.

...democracy

was

how

laws

were

created

in

the

United

States?

2.

...the Judicial Branch made sure the laws did not violate the laws already passed?

3.

...politicians were elected by voting instead of being "s-elected" by wealthy

corporations and wealthy individual political donors?
4.

...judges were appointed for life as long as they behaved and good behavior was

defined to include retirement by age 70 if reaffirmed by the Senate every five years?
5.

...there was a right to a jury trial of peers?

6.

...State judges were elected but often ran unopposed like world-famous Piazza?

7.

...wire communications described by law in 1934 were nicknamed the "internet" by

an elderly oligarch in 1996 and this nickname was called a “holy new medium”?
8.

... wire communications were regulated as common carriers by the FCC?

9.

...Google Inc and Netflix got to pay for faster or more consistent delivery by wire.

10. ...the right to control an author's personal reputation (copyright) existed in "England"
since 1735 to control unauthorized use of indecent creations.
11. ...copy[rite] or right to protect personal reputation was misspelled in the United
States intentionally in 1790 to establish a new language and create a new dictionary by
Noah Webster.
12 ...this legal rite was used to make Mr Webster's dictionary the "new" authoritative
U.S. dictionary in 1828 and was the first dictionary EVER with [sic] “copyright” or [sic]
“tung” and alleged “tongue” was a mistake supposed to be spelled “tung”.
13.

What if one 23-page lawsuit addressed ALL of these except (1, 6)?

14.

What if this litigation was served on EVERYONE on earth online?
http://master-of-photography.us/theendofpornbywire/Complaint.html
http://master-of-photography.us/theendofpornbywire/Complaint.pdf
http://master-of-photography.us/theendofpornbywire/Complaint.odt
http://master-of-photography.us/theendofpornbywire/Complaint.doc

•
•
•
•

15.

What if the Western District of Arkansas Court mutilated all exhibits filed?

16. What if the Western District of Arkansas Court then said the judge could walk
over and look at the physical printouts rather than rescanning these to be readable online
via PACER to obscure judicial transparency?
• See https://ecf.arwd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?44419 (costs to view)
• See http://master-of-photography.us/theendofpornbywire/index.html (Mirror)
17
What if the FCC received this complaint at the FCC.gov website in GN 14-28
including all four exhibits in COLOR?
• http://apps.fcc.gov/ecfs/comment_search/execute?proceeding=1428&applicant=Curtis+&recieved.minDate=05%2F09%2F2014&recieved.maxDat
e=05%2F09%2F2014
18
What if the FCC received this complaint at the FCC.gov website in GN 13-86
including all four exhibits in COLOR?
• http://apps.fcc.gov/ecfs/comment_search/execute?proceeding=1386&applicant=Curtis+&recieved.minDate=05%2F09%2F2014&recieved.maxDat
e=05%2F09%2F2014
19. What if this complaint was available from the “Social Science Research Network”
for free including all four exhibits in COLOR?
See http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=2434364
20. What if this complaint was available as a softcover book from a book publisher
for $5 with complete free preview?
• http://www.lulu.com/shop/curtis-neeley/514-cv-05135complaint/paperback/product-21620438.html
21. What if this complaint and all exhibits in COLOR were available for free from
scribd.com? See http://www.scribd.com/collections/4506920/5-14-cv-05135
Whereas this page is concurrently printed out most respectfully as an exhibit with
the honorable intention of being filed with a motion for miscellaneous relief seeking
leave to file via the electronic filing system though pro se like was formerly done in the
(5:09-cv-05151) injustice in Dkt. #158, but never addressed. All links will disappear
though these may remain colored if scanned in color unlike the former exhibits filed.
The linked text will still be underlined or visible as remains a “link” if on the page per
Jennifer H Doan Esq of Google Inc.
Sincerely,
/s/ Curtis Neeley Jr
14792634795

